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Foreword
Why investing in start-ups from the SEE?
Countries in the SEE have experienced significant
growth in recent years, which was also spurred by
large inflows of foreign direct investments, mostly
from the EU. However, these investments were more
directed at more traditional sectors of the economy,
and while the region has recently also been recognized as an IT hot spot, comparably small amounts of
money have been invested in ICT companies.
Despite a general lack of money and funding, startup
ecosystems have been developing and growing rapidly
in almost all markets of the SEE, leading to a new
wave of entrepreneurs and tech companies. One can
argue that the least common denominator seems to be
sheer talent and an abundance of ideas, coupled with
the ability to bootstrap from almost nothing. And as a
matter of fact, both the cost of living and salaries for
top-tier developers are considerably lower here than
in the EU or US.
Interestingly, almost all startups with their products and
solutions aim at international markets, acknowledging
the limitations of their local marketplaces. But besides
a larger client pool, this is also driven by the necessity
to reach investors. Access to funding is a prevailing
issue and seems to be holding back the ecosystems.

We at k://lab want to contribute to overcoming these
issues. Our newsletter aims to provide private and
corporate, strategic and institutional investors an
overview of promising startups that show traction in
their respective sectors, and which are generally
looking for investors, clients, or both. We have curated
a list of investable startups from a variety of sectors,
different stages in development (but with at least an
MVP (Minimum Viable Product) in place, if not
already generating revenues) and from all markets.
This is a first step in building a regional platform for
startups to pitch their products and ideas and for investors to have an easy access to investable targets. There
are plenty of excellent examples of startups from our
region that had huge success internationally. We are
quite conscious that not all startups will become
unicorns, but we want to provide our startups a better
access to investors, while at the same time help investors tap into this incredible potential of our region.
For any questions you may have regarding the
startups covered in this newsletter or any other
targets, please do not hesitate to reach out to us.
Happy reading!

One Assessment
One Assessment is a HR recruiting tool. It
serves as a primary selection tool for any
recruiter combining the results from diverse
online tests provided by One Assessment and
information from a candidate’s resume to
measure how good of a ﬁt the candidate is for
that speciﬁc role. The company has partnered

with Ernst Young regionally and has other well
renowned clients from the region such as
Intesa Bank, OTP Bank, Ahold Delhaize, Nelt and
many others.

Belgrade, Serbia
www.oneassessment.com

Industry/sector
HR technology

Revenue
Over EUR 12,000

Core business
Recruiting software

Stage of development
Product is on the market

Year of founding
2017

Previous funding
ICT Hub Venture (EUR 50,000)

Number of employees
3-5 (expansion of the team
will happen during summer)

Further planned steps in development
During the COVID-19 crisis this
company signed three enterprise
clients (two major banks and one
retail chain) in Serbia. Currently, the
team is implementing the solution
with the previously mentioned clients
and is preparing their product for EU
expansion - Slovenia, Belgium and
potentially Germany. There are new
planned features of the product to
be developed.

Typless (ALGORITMIK)
Typless is an API ﬁrst, AI data extraction
company, oﬀering customers an easy to use
and accurate document data extraction
platform. Typless extracts data from all
documents, regardless of their structure. The
product is primarily created to support software
system companies in helping their clients
reduce the time and cost of manual data entry.

Typless is serving hundreds of customers daily,
helping them to solve the issue of manual data
entry and providing accurate results achieved
through AI with one-line integration.

Ljubljana, Slovenia
www.typless.com

Industry/sector
Software as a Service (SaaS)

Stage of development
Developed

Core business
Automation software, AI

Previous funding
Two angel rounds that led to
a combined investment of
165,000 EUR equity and
25,000 loan. The last round
was concluded in the
beginning of 2019 leading to
a pre-money valuation of
EUR 1.25m.

Year of founding
2017
Number of employees
1-10
Revenue
Approx. EUR 7,000-10,000 MRR
(Monthly reoccurring revenue)

Further planned steps in development
The Company is working on the
completion of the development of
line-items extraction, before
expanding the use-cases of the
platform (from invoices and transport
documents, to other documents such
as logistics documents, ﬁnancial
documents, legal etc.).

Abstract CyberScore
Abstract (abstract.engineering) are experts in
cybersecurity and big data analytics. Due to
their scalable system and advanced ML
algorithms, Abstract is able to collect and
analyse large data sets, reveal interconnections
of multi-platform online entities, and estimate
their precise cyber risk standings.

Abstract solutions range from risk scoring for
banks and insurance companies, to online brand
protection. The latter is carried out through the
Blueproject.io platform, which harnesses OSINT
cyber data, allowing to do brand protection and
anti-counterfeiting online. These services are also
relevant for law ﬁrms specializing in these areas.

Belgrade, Serbia
www.abstract.engineering

Industry/sector
Software/ Services

Revenue
EUR 377,336

Core business
Cyber security

Stage of development
Generates enough revenue
to cover expenses; Looking for
additional funding;

Year of founding
2017
Number of employees
15

Further planned steps in development
Looking for funding to grow the team
and market the product.

Previous funding
EUR 80,000 Innovation
Fund Grant 2019

COFA Games
COFA Games strives to become one of the
leaders in the gaming industry by delivering
moving multiplayer experiences on mobile
phones to players around the world, while
challenging game genre boundaries.

With 600K+ organic downloads in the technical
launch, Awakening of Heroes is getting
promising feedback from players, especially
about the unique characters and the
innovations it’s bringing to the conservative
MOBA genre.

Belgrade, Serbia
www.cofagames.com

Awakening of Heroes is an upcoming mobile
MOBA game in development by COFA Games.

Industry/sector
IT

Revenue
approx. USD 20,000

Core business
Gaming

Stage of development
Open Beta / Technical Launch

Year of founding
2015

Previous funding
Innovation Fund – EUR 80,000
GTR - USD 50,000
Self-funded - USD 1.5m

Number of employees
8

Further planned steps in development
COFA Games is currently fundraising
in order to ﬁnalize the development
and to soft launch the game (Testing
Metric / KPI).

SunContract
SunContract is a blockchain based company
that is pioneering the decentralisation of the
energy sector. Its SunContract energy
marketplace connects directly consumers
with producers of electricity and
agreements between both parties are

executed automatically, without a
third-party intermediary.

Ljubljana, Slovenia
www.suncontract.org

Industry/sector
Renewables & Environment

Stage of development
5,000+ registered users

Core business
Renewables & Environment
(Solar Energy)

Previous funding
Successfully completed a token
sale in August 2017. In 2019,
the SunContract Project has
additionally received a USD
2.3m grant from the European
Union's European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF) for a
Research and Development
project that will introduce
artiﬁcial intelligence and
automated trading on the
SunContract platform.

Year of founding
2016
Number of employees
11-50
Revenue
EUR 2.6m (2019; SONCE
energija obnovljivi viri d.o.o.)

Further planned steps in development
The SunContract Project will be
ongoing for the next 3 years, and its
aim is to concretely show the positive
business eﬀects of blockchain
technology and P2P energy trading,
when upgraded with automated
trading based on Artiﬁcial Intelligence.

Publitio
Publitio is a cloud-based image and video
editing tool. It is designed for marketing
managers, graphic, video editors and agencies
which control multiple websites and
applications. The startup experienced rapid
growth in the past year acquiring numerous
users across the globe, but mostly from the US.
Publitio raised a seed round in 2019 when

Vega IT from Serbia invested EUR 200,000 and
joined the team as strategic partner.

Zrenjanin, Serbia
www.publit.io

Industry/sector
Cloud based image and
video editing
Core business
Video and image
management solutions
Year of founding
2017
Number of employees
3-5 (expansion of the team
will happen during summer)

Revenue
EUR 120,000 (2019)
Stage of development
Product is on the market
with around 10,000 users
mainly in the USA

Further planned steps in development
During the COVID-19 crisis the
company continued to grow and
focuses now to convert existing users
on upgraded packages with added
features that were also requested by
the users.

Previous funding
ICT Hub Venture
(EUR 30,000) and Vega
IT (EUR 200,000)

The development roadmap is over a
year long. The Company got supported
by AppSumo in the USA where they will
continue a joint sales program.

Chipolo
Chipolo helps users track lost and misplaced
valuables such as keys and wallets using a
plastic chip or card attached to the item and
connected to a mobile app. Mobile phones
can also be located by pressing the chip,
which causes the phone to ring even in silent

mode. Using related technology and products it
will soon enable location sharing as well as
tracking devices for family members such as
children, elderly people and pets.

Trbovlje, Slovenia
www.chipolo.net

Industry/sector
Consumer Electronics

Stage of development
Later stage (scaleup)

Core business
Bluetooth tracking

Previous funding
EUR 200,000 from the
Slovenian state development
fund Javni sklad and
EUR 60,000 from angel
investors in 2015.

Year of founding
2013
Number of employees
41

Further planned steps in development
Chipolo is raising EUR 1.7m in
pre-Series A investment by
September 2020 and plans a Series A
round of around EUR 10m in 2021.
The company plans to expand to
other products and services such as
smart insurance options including pet
and travel insurance.

Revenue
EUR 3.3M (2019)

Innovation DOOEL Skopje
Innovation DOOEL Skopje is a software development
company, focusing on software applications for a broad
range of clients (universities, banks, telecommunication
companies and governments) and has developed the
following two key products in healthcare.
ECG Alert helps patients to monitor their heart rate
remotely, while obtaining analytics in in real-time using AI
algorithms. The goal is early detection and alerting in case
of a potential heart attack.

Glyco is a wearable monitor that measures heart activity
and glycose levels non-invasively using sensor technology
and AI. The three biggest advantages to traditional
(invasive) ECG & glucometer are cheaper long-term
solution, non-invasive measurement method, and more
holistic picture of the patient’s health because it tracks the
function of the heart and glucose at the same time.
The team is composed of software engineers, computer
scientists, medical researchers, cardiologists and entrepreneurs.

Industry/sector
Software
Core business
Healthcare software products
Year of founding
2016 (ECG Alert) & 2018 (Glyco)
Number of employees
10 (Innovation DOOEL Skopje)
Revenue
approx. EUR 195,000
(MKD 12,000,000)

Stage of development
Developed (ECG Alert) &
Re-designing the prototype
based on feedback and
improving algorithms.
Finalizing software
development. (Glyco)
Previous funding
Fund for Innovations and
Technology Development of
North Macedonia

Skopje, North Macedonia
www.innovation.mk

Further planned steps in development
ECG Alert: Applying to WIPO (World
Intellectual Property Organization)
and notiﬁed bodies for FDA certiﬁcation
of medical devices. Commercialization
and marketing on EU and
USA markets.
Glyco: Applying to WIPO and notiﬁed
bodies for CE and FDA certiﬁcation of
medical devices.
Seeking investors for marketing
outside of North Macedonia, but also
for further investments in the business.

OptimoRoute
OptimoRoute plans and optimizes routes and
schedules for deliveries and mobile workforce.
OptimoRoute is used across the globe by
companies of all sizes, from small family-businesses to $1B+ global logistics players
managing thousands of vehicles and drivers.

Customers come from diﬀerent areas such as
logistics, retail and distribution, food delivery,
installation and maintenance services,
healthcare, pest control, waste collection and
start-ups oﬀering on-demand services.

Industry/sector
Software

Revenue
approx. EUR 2.6m

Core business
Enterprise, Logistics, SaaS,
Scheduling, Small and
Medium Businesses

Stage of development
Early stage venture

Year of founding
2014

Palo Alto, United States
www.optimoroute.com

Previous funding
In February 2020,
OptimoRoute has raised a
total of USD 6.5m in funding.

Further planned steps in development
OptimoRoute is set to have a huge
impact on the route optimization
market, saving time, money and
resources, while also reducing carbon
footprint for their many diverse clients.

Number of employees
11-50

Opfolio
Opfolio is an automated investment platform
designed for investors of all levels striving to
eﬃciently adjust the risk in their portfolios. The
platform uses ﬁnancial models in accordance
with practical portfolio theory and helps
creating optimal portfolios.

Opfolio’s mission is to propose a world-class
investment service to anyone, anywhere. It can
help users create optimal portfolios for
themselves, their companies or their clients.

Skopje, North Macedonia
www.opfolio.com

Industry/sector
Financial Services

Stage of development
Developed

Core business
Investment platform

Previous funding
No previous funding, but
there are agreed funds in the
amount of EUR 250,000
from private parties as
founding capital for the
planned investment fund.

Year of founding
2012
Number of employees
6
Revenue
/

Further planned steps in development
The plan is to set up a local
investment fund by the end of 2020
which will use Opfolio for portfolio
management, while expanding
regionally at a further stage.
Opfolio is looking for investors who
can contribute additional funds to the
investment fund.

Swift Data
Swift Data is a software company working on a variety of
projects, with Solar Data Collector as the main product, a
service for estimating, monitoring and optimization of
photovoltaic projects. Solar Data Collector uses a
diﬀerent method on the estimate of data compared to
their competitors which results in signiﬁcantly more
precise reports, i.e. 8-9% eﬃciency gains from
calculations conducted from on-site measurements and

satellite imagery. It uses hardware for measuring the
potential of the location and monitoring of the already
existing plant and integrates with existing infrastructure.
Solar Data Collector (in its Beta version) may predict
production in the following 24/48 hours. Due to the fact
that the software can be used independently from the
hardware anywhere in the world, Solar Data Collector is
not limited to just one market.

Industry/sector
IT
Core business
Renewables & Environment
(Solar Energy)
Year of founding
2018
Number of employees
8

Revenue
approx. EUR 50,560
(MKD 3,111,540)
Stage of development
Finalized product; Certiﬁcates
and declarations in progress.
Previous funding
Fund for Innovations and
Technology Development of
North Macedonia.

Skopje, North Macedonia
www.solardata.net

Further planned steps in development
Promotion and marketing of Solar
Data Collector, with focus on sales on
foreign markets and establishing
cooperation with international
customers; Looking for partners for
markets outside of North Macedonia
and potential further investments in
the business.

Chess Universe
Chess Universe is a fun multiplayer app
designed for mid-core chess players, which
strives to become a leading mobile chess
platform for individuals, chess clubs and
schools. As the chess industry is currently
dominated with a philosophy “from the
browser era”, catering mostly to the older, core
users, Chess Universe oﬀers its users of all skill

levels a big opportunity to ﬁnd meaningful social
connections and ﬂuid, rewarding gameplay.

Ljubljana, Slovenia
www.play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.kingsofgames.chessuniverse&hl=en

Industry/sector
IT
Core business
Gaming
Year of founding
2019
Number of employees
11-50 (Kings of Games, d.o.o.)

Revenue
Approx. EUR 220,000
(2019; Kings of Games, d.o.o.)
Stage of development
The game is available on
App Store & Google Play
Previous funding
n/a

Further planned steps in development
Chess Universe will constantly work
on the development of exceptional
content and exploitation of the best
UA channels.

Where legal
meets tech
With k://lab, we want to create the first
and unique hub for talents, to share our
market-leading expertise with a new
generation of creative minds and spearhead the game-changing fusion of legal
and tech in the region. Both early-stage
and scaling start-ups are welcome at
k://lab. Our goal for the future is to
find and develop hidden gems in the
region and help them transform their
ideas into action.

With k://lab you can get support package
to kick-start your evolution. You will get:
- Legal Support
- Networking and testing
- Coaching
- Advisory Support and Mentorship
...and much more
k://lab is a platform through which a
network of our professionals and partners
will be supporting chosen start-ups in the
SEE region.
Download our brochure and find out more
about the process!
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